PERSONNEL SELECTION PROCESS –
HIRING RESOLUTION

By virtue of the powers granted by a government agreement protocoled before a notary, Don Manuel Perelló
Font, on 22/01/2007 with protocol number 158 and the resolution of the Technical University of Catalonia’s
rector, Prof. Francesc Torres, on 28/02/2018, which ratifies me in the position of Executive Vice President of
the International Centre for Numerical Methods in Engineering and in accordance with the minutes of the
Governing Council of November 29, 2013, which establishes the delegation of the functions of the
contracting body of the entity

HAVING SEEN the corresponding personnel selection file: VAC-2020-37
I.

CIMNE received the Excellence Severo Ochoa seal in December 2019. With this recognition
from the Ministry of Science, Innovation and Universities, centres that develop high-impact
research with great international notoriety of the scientific contributions they make, as well as for
their innovative capacity and intense relationship with the business sector, are rewarded.

II.

This recognition is associated with a four-year strategic project or plan with an economic
endowment that allows the incorporation of a significant number of new researchers.

III.

On May 15th, the relevant offer was published on CIMNE’s website and Euraxess and was
disseminated through social media.

IV.

Once the deadline indicated as a limit for the submission of offers had expired and the offers
were counted, it was recorded that 8 candidacies were presented.

V.

On June 25th and 30th the Severo Ochoa Selection Committee proceeded to evaluate the
nominations and pre-selected 4.

VI.

In accordance with the provisions of the competition announcement, the merits were evaluated
and the corresponding tests were carried out.

VII.

On July 13th the Main Researcher associated to the offer evaluated the shortlist.

In accordance with this foundation and once the corresponding documentation has been reviewed,

I RESOLVE
Firstly: To award the published position to Ms. Nathalia Silva and have her sign the corresponding
employment contract.

Secondly: The publication of this ressolution on CIMNE’s website.
Against the present resolution, which terminates the administrative procedure, appeals for replacement may
be done within one month from the day after its publication, before the hiring team – in accordance with the
provisions of article 123 of law 39/2015 of the Procediment Administratiu Comú de les Administracions
Públique as well as article 77 of Law 26/2010 of August 3rd of the Règim Jurídic i procediment de les
Administracions Públiques de Catalunya – or a contentious administrative appeal within two months before
the corresponding courts.

The presentation of a motion for reversal will prevent the filing of an administrative appeal until it has been
expressly resolved or the dismissal of the alleged withdrawal due to administrative silence has occurred.

Barcelona, July 13th, 2020.

Eugenio Oñate Ibáñez de Navarra
Executive Vicepresident

